
foolsbook�

�foolsbook is a conceptual performance piece designed for 

multiple players in multiple locations. The work considers the 

hegemony of social media status updates, the stultifying, 

constricted platforms social media provide for personal 

expression. The uniformity of such expressive platforms forcibly 

homogenizes user expressions and disassociates expression from 

reality.�

foolsbook�

�Status updates describing the eggs one had for breakfast, the 

song another likes, or yet another’s frustration with the weather 

appear on equal footing with status updates announcing life-

threatening diagnoses, the deaths of loved ones, or the births of 

children.�
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�A series of codes comprises the content of the foolsbook 

score. The codes include nonsensical updates published to various 

social media by the composer as well as actual updates abstracted 

and coded to veil their original meanings. The latter codes include 

quotidian, mundane updates as well as more profound 

expressions about life-changing experiences. Both sets of codes 

are intermingled and broken into four groups.�
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�One or a set of players presents the codes to another player or 

set of players. The receiving players interpret the presented codes 

and the sending players respond. The exchanges mimic those that 

result when social media users post updates, dozens of followers 

respond, and the original posters respond to the responses. At the 

end of such threaded exchanges, the original meanings, intents, 

and underlying realities of the originating posts are often 

obscured.�
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�The allegory of social media status updates–and the myriad 

responses, interpretations, misinterpretations, profundity, and 

drivel they generate–shall remain a constant reference point for all 

players involved.� : X 6�
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dislike is not an option�
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